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Multi-functional
Cordless Telescoping
Power Scrubber

※Thank you for purchasing Multi-functional Cordless Telescoping Power Scrubber from our store.
※ please read this user manual carefully before operating this
appliance.
XU100722-16001A
※ Do not lose the warranty card that XU100722-16001A
came with the user manual.
※ The contents of this product’s operating instructions are for the purpose of improving product performance
without preamble.
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The advantages of the product
The product is a
waterproof
power scrubber

Foldable design, you can
freely adjust the angle, it is
more convenient to use.

The product is a waterproof
Power Scrubber, generally used
in water places frequently, so
we get BATHWELL of
Waterproof IPx7 functional
testing certification, it also be
safe to use in the water.

According to the different
cleaning areas, you can easily
adjust the handle and rotate
freely, more convenient to
operate.

※Waterproof IPx7： It can continue to soak in the sink which is around 1 meter.
The host can achieve waterproof level that is impervious to water.

The design of the
replaceable brush, easily
clean each corner of the
room.
The brush is suitable for cleaning
the bathroom, balcony, laundry
room, the uneven tile surface and
other water-damaged places.

Long brush is for cleaning the
toilet, car tires and other
sunken place.

XU100722-16001A

The ground or wash gargle,
bathtub, ceramic and other
smooth surface, use the cotton
velvet brush which stick on the
Velcro then cleaning.

The scouring pad which sticks
on the Velcro is suitable for the
cleaning wood floor, etc.

XU100722-16001A

Sponge brush which sticks on
the Velcro, can clean it after
foaming, is especially useful
for cleaning cars.

XU100722-16001A

XU100722-16001A
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The use of reducer has a
super-rotating force,
show the strong power.

Can plug-in when in use,
plug and play.

In order to remove the stubborn
stains that required for the
super-strong rotating force and
the strong power, we design
this reducer about 170RPM
XU100722-16001A
which has successfully applied
to small products.

Without the power, it will stop
working during the cleaning, you
can plug while charging.

Safety Information
Please read this user manual carefully before operating this appliance.
Please use it in accordance with the intended use.
To avoid unnecessary damage caused by incorrect use because of ignoring this image, be sure to read
the operating instructions carefully.
· The risk of death or serious injury will be caused if the instructions are not followed. Therefore, when
the adapter, the cord, or the battery damaged, should immediately stop using and contact the
customer service center.

Waring:

Serious injury or death can occur if the instructions are not followed.

Waring: Serious injury or product damage can occur if the instructions are not followed.

Caution of the battery
Warning
Before using, be sure to check whether the AC adapter and the DC cord
are damaged.
To avoid electrical shock and fire.

Warning
Do not touch the AC adapter and pull out the DC cord with wet hand.
To avoid electrical shock and fire.

Warning
Make sure that the specified voltage is used in the correct way before using
the adapter. （100 V ~ 240V）
To avoid abnormal heating and fire.

Warning
The adapter must be original.
Avoid abnormal heating and fire.
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Safety Precautions
Warning
The DC cable should not be crushed or hit by sharp objects
Avoid the fire and electrical shock.

Warning
When the appliance is fully charged or not used, separate the adapter from the AC plug
before storing. The power supply is easy to cause failure after inserting it too long.
The power supply is easy to cause failure after inserting it too long.

Warning
When using the appliance, the power outlet should be used individually, do not use
an outlet with too many heaters. Avoid abnormal heating and fire.
Avoid abnormal heating and fire.

Warning
The red light is on during charging, the green light is on when full charged. If the green
light is not on for a long time, don not charge it immediately.
Avoid the risk of fire and explosion.

The matters need attention when using
Notice
This product has super-strong rotating force and the strong power, do not
use if the children or the elderly are not familiar with the instructions.
Avoid injury.

Notice
Scouring pad must stick on the brush with Velcro and only used in the
specified purpose and place.
Avoid damaging the surface of the object.

Notice
Cotton flannel pad must stick on the brush with Velcro and only used in the
specified purpose and place.
Avoid damaging the surface of the object.

Notice
Sponge brush must stick on the brush with Velcro and only used in the
specified purpose and place.
Avoid damaging the surface of the object.
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Safety Precautions
Notice
When replacing the brush, you must turn off the power,
Rotate the brush, according to the direction marked on it,
LOCK means close, UNLOCK means open.
To avoid serious injury.

Notice
Do not touch the turntable when the product is in operation.
To avoid serious injury.

Notice
If you find strange sound, smoke or scorched smell, please stop immediately
and contact Seller Service Center.

Notice
When installing the telescopic handle, please be careful your fingers!
To avoid serious injury.

Notice
Don't put the floor brush head against the wall, to avoid any damage of the wall.
Avoid damaging the wall.

Notice
When using the long bristle brush, do not damage the object.
Avoid damaging to the surface of the object.

Notice
When using whitening agents, you must read its usage carefully then use it.
Avoid damaging to the surface of the object.
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Safety Precautions
Precautions for the waterproof
Notice
The product is a waterproof Power Scrubber,
generally used in water places frequently, so we get
BATHWELL of Waterproof IPx7 functional testing
certification, it also be safe to use in the water.
Although it can sink in the water about 30 minutes
around 1 meter, but try not to use so long. Do not
use if more than 1 meter.kann sicher ins Wasser
benutzt werden.
※ Waterproof IPx7： It can continue to soak in the sink which is
around 1 meter. The host can achieve waterproof level that is
impervious to water.

※ The DC plug lid must be covered after charging.
If not, it can’t be waterproof.

Storage Precautions
Notice
Do not store the product in high temperature areas.
Avoid the risk of fire and explosion.
XU100722-16001A

Notice
After use, fully remove the water on the body and place in the base,
store in a dry place.
Avoid operating errors.
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Safety Precautions
Notice
Use a soft cloth to clean this appliance.
Avoid damage the appliance.

Notice
Please keep off the baby and pet while using or storing.
To avoid serious injury and danger.

Notice
After using, scouring pad, long bristle brush, cotton flannel pad, sponge
brush and other accessories need be separated from the host and store
in a dry place.
To prevent mold or stains smell.

Notice
0~40℃

When the product is not in use, store it in a well-ventilated place
(0 to 40 degrees).
To avoid shortening the service time.
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Components
Components

Main body

The telescoping rod

Magic stick brush head

The base

Adaptor

Cotton flannel pad

Hard floor brush

Scouring pad

Long bristle brush

Sponge brush

User manual

※ Different models, different accessories.

■ The front of the product

Telescopic handle

Handle fixed button

Host handle cover

Telescopic rod

Host charging circuit
and installed battery

Main Motor
driving head

Brush
Length adjustment button
Adaptor
sockets
The bottom fixed button
Host handle

■ The bottom of the appliance

Power switch / Charging light
Handle angle
adjustment
Telescopic rod storage base
The base
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Rotating parts
and brush
connection parts

Product assembly methods
According to different purposes, you can remove the telescopic rod and use the button to adjust the length
easily.

· General use of this appliance

· The useage of extending telescopic rods

The installation order of the appliance
■ Telescopic rod assembly sequence and method
· Press the fixed button above the
telescopic rod, and then assembled
with the handle.

· Press the fixed button below the
telescopic rod, and then
assembled with the host handle.

·Press length adjustment button,
you can adjust the length of the
telescopic rod that you want.

Note: Do not smash your fingers when assembling the telescopic rod.
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Product assembly methods
■Host head and brush assembly sequence & method
2. Turn it following the “LOCK” direction then
is connected.

CK

UN

LO C K

L

O

1. The triangle power rotating head of the host
aligned with the brush triangular hole, and
withhold.

O

CK

UN

LO C K

L
UN

LO C K

CK

L

O

3. Please use the appliance after the host head and different brush heads are thoroughly assembled.
※ When assembling and dismounting the brush head,
just turn it easily.
※ Turn the brush counterclockwise and is easy to
remove.

■Host head and brush head assembly sequence & method
1. The triangle power rotating head of the host
aligned with the brush head and spin
counterclockwise, it can be separated.
CK

UN

LOC K

L

O

CK

UN

LOC K

L

O
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2. Separate products can be placed in the base
for charging or storage.

Charging Mode
The steps for Charging
1. After the dedicated adapter is plugged into the AC adapter and the DC cover is pulled out,
then plug the DC plug in the power supply, the red light indicates that charging has begun.
Around the charging temperature need be in the range of 0 ~ 40 degrees around the place.
The charging time is about 2.5 hours.

2. After full charged, pull out the DC plug and cover DC jack with the waterproof lid,
separate the adapter from the AC plug and keep it in a safe place.

3. When the battery is fully charged, the light turns green. As the host has a charge protection
circuit, you can unplug the power for a long time, but for safety, it is best to pull out the
adapter immediately.
4. If the battery is running out of the power while working, please charge it in time.
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How to use the accessories

After purchasing the appliance, please fully charged before the first
use, it can work about 2 hours.

ON / OFF button
The brush installed in the host, press the button
and the appliance begin to rotate with super-strong
power, so it does not need to be forced too hard.

Uneven tile floor, bathroom, balcony and other
rough floor, suitable for cleaning with a hard
bristle brush.

Smooth tiles and bathrooms, washstand and
bathtubs, etc., are suitable for cleaning with
the scouring pad.

The long brush is suitable for cleaning the toilet,
auto tire and other sunken places.

Cotton flannel pad is suitable for cleaning wooden
floor.

Sponge brush is for cleaning the window or car
window glass, etc. It works best when washing
the car with foaming.
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Troubleshooting
Problems

solution

The appliance does
not work

·Charge and restart the appliance.
·Confirm that there is no debris between the rotating parts and
the brush head.
·Make sure the power is on.

The product has
insufficient rotational force

·Confirm there is no debris in the rotating parts.
· Maybe it is out of power, please try again after charging.

Can’t charge

·Make sure that the adapter is connected to the AC outlet.
·Make sure the charging interface of the host is connected.

After full charging, the
service time is shorter than
before.

·Although fully charged, the working time is still very short.
Maybe the battery life is shorter because of the improper use.

Product Specification
Product Name

Multi-functional Cordless Telescoping Power Scrubber

Model

FD-EBC

Motor Speed

Host speed (RPM) about 160-180

Adaptor

Input: AC 100V ~ 240V, 50/60Hz
Output: DC15V ~ 1.5A

Charging Time

About 2.5 hours
·When charging, the red light is on,
·When full charged, the green light is on.

Working Time

Above 2 hours (the service time is different according
to different usage)

Product Dimension

108 * 108 * 350 mm (L* W*H)

Telescope Dimension

Min 55cm ~ Max 85cm, 25 ∮

Weight

About 730g

Waterproof

IPX7

Brush Dimension

150 ∮

Cloth Dimension

180 ~ 200 ∮

Accessories

Hard floor brush, Long bristle brush, Scouring pad,
Velcro pad, Cotton flannel pad, Sponge brush, Adaptor,
Base, Telescope Rod
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www.myelicto.com

info@myelicto.com
Questions or Comments Please Email Us
Elicto is registered trademark in USA and protected from unauthorized access of use
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